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The Geographic Information Systems GIS are at present one of the most rapidly developing
branches of informatics and thank their versatile possible utilization growing has been the
number of their users.

The Geographic information System is an ordered integrated set of the hardware, the
software, the geographic data (spatial and non-spatial data) and the people (the producers
and the users), created in order to effective collection, storage, facilitation, processing,
analyzing and visualization of geographic data of any type.
What concerns the forestry subjects, the GIS applications were so far mainly developed at
the Warsaw Agricultural University SGGW and, also, in the Forests Research Institute IBL
- in both Centers the work has been still under progress.
The Section of Forest Fire Control of the Forest Research Institute have currently been
working on the development of a system that would be most useful in the forest fire control
issues as well as in the research study on the dynamic model of fire development.
The input data, employed in the establishment of a database need to meet, among other, the
following criteria:

1. accuracy - possibly closest to the actual value
2. resolution - the minimum recognizable size of a spatial object
3. timeliness and time dependence of phenomena expressing dynamics
4. reliability - the concordance between the data and the reality
5. completeness - the relation between the information contained in the system and

the information on the object as present in reality
6. clearness of communication - the degree of understanding by the user of the system

of the importance of data contained in the system and the reasonability of
incorporating the data to the system.

The geoinformatic systems are aimed at:
1. collect the data in an ordered way
2. store the data
3. present the analyses results in the form of tables, figures, maps etc.

The most time consuming stage is stage one.

When accomplishing stages one and two, the following tasks were undertaken:
f . import of raster base to the format of Erdas Imagine
2. defining the new model of geometric correctness (defining the map projection

and selection of order transformation)
3. summing and editing of control points (GCP)
4. revision of control points on the base of mean squared error (RMS)
5. transformation of raster bases to determined coordinates system
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6. vectoization of raster bases

7. digltalization of objects/lines, points, polygons/
8. building of topology
9. ascribing attributes to surface objects
10. vector data visualization.

Stage three consists of the establishment of symbiology for the vector layers according to
the attributes of unique value and according to prescribed classes, giving colors and
hachure for determined classes as well as opening of the vector surface with
given/prescribed symbiology.
In the research problem undertaken by the Department of Forest Fire Control of the Forest
Research institute aimed at obtaining a terrain image with elements of a forest fire control
map, as the most important task accepted was the presentation of complex data influential
in the forest fire risk.
The data collected under the system are being inserted as spatial and descriptive attributes.
Part of the data are numeric data and part - analogue data.
The most basic numeric data are: the satellite image, the color aerial photographs and the
spectrozonal photograph. For the data processing employed is the ERDAS IMAGINE
software which is, also, a tool in the establishment of the GIS. Photographs are the most
objective information source of the terrain, and they may be updated depending on the
monitoring needs. They, besides, serve as the background in any analyses and spatial
presentations.
The satellite photograph has been produced by the LANDSAT TM satellite in 1993. Its
resolution (the dimension of the smallest registered point - so called pixel) is 30 x 30 m.
The color photograph was made of scale l:26 O0O in 1998 within the PHARE project. The
spectrozonal photograph was made also in 1998 in scale 1: 1 000.
All the photographs were geometrized to the perpendicular projection and they are related
to the relatively most reliable in Poland topographic map, of scale l: 25 000 made under the
1942 coordinates system (Krasowski's ellipsoid, the Transver Mercator transformation).
The object of the study is Forest District Dobieszyn: in the area of the FD long-term
complex study has been carried out by the Department of Forest Fire Control. The satellite
photograph covers the entire area of the Forest District and it is a terrain cover map.
The satellite numeric image was transformed and containing the borders of the FD and the
map of forest compartments according to the general map of Dobieszyn FD of scale 1: 25
000. For making its contents more easily intelligible, (or - actually - for emphasizing the
desired attributes) the image classification is carried out. As the terrain of interest is well
learned, the supervised classification has been chosen.
The multi-spectral classification is a process in which pixels are being attributed to a finite
number of individual classes based on their value in the data file. In order to obtain the
final version of the map it is necessary that signatures are subjected to the iterative
procedure of establishment and correction.
The knowledge of reflection of the electromagnetic waves in a number of spectral ranges in
particular canals (Landsat contains 7 canals) allows for the more or less proper ascribing
particular pixels to the proper land use forms. In this case, a special emphasis was due the
classification of forest area and area adjacent to forest, including meadows; the latter are
traditionally subjected to burning early in the spring and in autumn and this behavior has

often resulted in fire establishment and its further movement to the forest area.
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Satellite images give the background for the entire FD. For forest divisions more useful

proved aerial photographs. The possession of color aerial photographs for the whole of
Poland has forced one to use them as the cartographic background.
On the photogrametrically transformed photographs put on the network of forest

compartments. Of course, also in this case possible is some kind of image classification
aimed at the presentation of stand differentiation and stand height, and this is currently
having been made.
For the part of Dobieszyn aerial done a presentation of the rectified and joint into a single
image a föw photographs made using the technique of color infrared. As this photograph is
a large scale one (1: 1000) it is most useful for the detailed analysis of particular forest

divisions. This photograph gives a clear image of individual tree species. Analyzing spectral

values gives the possibility to determine single dead trees as well as possible is the

assessment of the stand damage degree.

The cartographic background (the satellite images and aerial photographs) is covered with
the contents of the general scope maps. As a result of digitalization of the analog maps

constructed have been the vector strata of forest compartments. The latter were, also,

geometrized to the same coordinate systems. The strata are accompanied by the whole base

in the form of a table, with particular elements containing separate thematic layers. The
following attributes were selected for the needs of fire control study:

1. potential forest site type
2. forest floor type
3. stratum discriminant
4. tree species
5. age of stand
6. crowns density and stand stocking
7. DBH and height of stand

and, also, the level of forest damage which is expressed in terms of defoliation, mean

monthly air temperatures, air humidity and forest litter humidity as well as the precipitation
in the period of increased forest fire hazard and the degree of forest fire risk in the many-
years long cycles. The database contains also information on the number and spatial

distribution of forest fires within the period of the last five years and, also, such factors like
communication routes network (all roads: surfaced and unsurfaced roads), the objects of
water management - the whole hydrographic network and those elements present in the map

of forest fire control.
Particular layers may, following the interests and requirements of the user, be joint and

those elements of interest at the moment may be analyzed. The rich database may serve for
many versatile analyses and for the decision making, not only in the field of fire control, in
the FD. All the analyses are numeric and spatial; consequently, it is easy to measure

distances or acreage; possible is the establishment of so called buffer zones. The numeric

data may, except of map presentations, be used for any statistical analyses.

The photographs may be used for the revision and determination of the actual spatial

situation. As an important advantage should be considered the presence of all forest

complexes in the photographs, both state forest and private forest, the latter have often no

maps. The possession of either a satellite image or an aerial photograph gives the excellent
possibility to see the whole spatial structure of the terrain cover. They give a reliable picture
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of the management status of privately owned forest: the structure of the stands, their
distribution, a rough estimate of their health status, characteristic of the adjacent meadows

that are often the source of forest fire. A reliable assessment of the dry meadows will make
it possible to increase the alert in the period of meadow burning allowing thus the
prevention of burning the state forest and the private forest.
In Poland there is so far no cornmonly adopted and unified system of GIS such that would
be binding in all the FD. At present, particular FD or National Parks order individually -
according to their curent needs - the production of such elaboration. Besides, the
heterogeneous database does not allow for the unification of the already existing GIS;
nevertheless, effort is being undertaken in order to solve also this problem.
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ABSTRACT New technologt of sotellite data interpretation as informotion layer
of geo-information system (GIS) is presented. It is adapted for early detection of
forestfires. To dissolve this problem, the "tenitory images" creation procedure
is proposed. These "images" which charocterize the nature changes of
porameters' values for each elementary areo are permanently created on the
base of succession of preceded satellite data. With usage of these "images", the
proposed technolog,t extrapolates the state of an area -for a moment of the next
receiving of information from the satellite. Wen the information will be
received, the image will be compared with the extrapolated image. Others
abnormalities (which didn't coincide with extrapoloted ones) are registered in
G1S information layer os cartography marl<s accordingly to their intensity. They
qre compared with other stotionary (andscape and forestry) and fost
(meteorolog,t) GIS information. The technologt allows to detect a small Jire with
squire 2Ax20 meters on the base of NOAA HRPT data. It is realized in several
regions of Russia.

INTRODUCTION The main problem of early fires detection is to distinguish insignificant
abnormalities of satellite-measured parameters caused by small fire from abnormalities
caused by others reasons (the problem of signal-noise decomposition). The main problem
of early fires detection is to distinguish insignificant abnormalities of satellite-measured
parameters caused by small fire from abnormalities caused by others reasons (the problem
of signal-noise decomposition).

Observation of meso-scale and macro-scale processes, such as atmospheric and oceanic
fronts, large forest fires, etc. from space does not represent large labour. However almost
all macro-scale phenomenon are result of micro-scale anomalies development. It is almost
impossible to liquidate a large forest fire well seen by means of the NOAA satellite system,
only by human forces, without intervention of the natural factors, for example of rain. But
the large forest fire has not become large at once. The beginning of forest fire was not
registered in time because of observation equipment imperfectly. The same satellite NOAA
system, which registries a large forest fre, also saw the beginning (20x20 rra) a fre, but "has
nobody told" about it because the intensity of thermal anomaly was so small, that "merged"
with a plenty thermal non-uniformity of a spreading surface. In other words the a signal -
noise attitude was not for the benefit of a signal what is stumbling-block of all exact
measurements. Conclusion: a problem of micro-scale processes registration and observation
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is not in the temperaturr gauge of the NOAA system satellites sensitivity, but in the
decision of a task of a satellite information filtration, in change of the attitude a signal -
noise for the benefit of a signal. In the theory and practice of exact measurements two basic
methods are applied. The first method is the signal capacity amplification.

The second method is a method of reference comparison. It is obvious, that it is impossible
to apply the first method (method of signal amplification), as it would mean, that we have
increased intensity of a forest fire. It is necessary to realize the second method (reference
comparison). But here there is a reasonable question: what to accept for the standard?
Unfortunately, we can not accept for the standard theoretically designed parameters of a

forest fire, as in system of the account equations there will be a plenty meteorological
variable, received in turn by means of interpolation and extrapolation of approximation.
The actual meanings of meteorological variables will be deformed by forest fire. There is
an empirical way of the standard creation. As the characteristics of a spreading surface,
from the point of view of the satellite is function from a of light fall and thermal flows
intensity and from a comer of observation. It should be as much those standards as many
situation moments of supervision arise. On the first sight there will be a set of such
moments, however if not static, and the dynamic standard (will be described below) is
applied, it will be so much standards, as many satellite supervision sessions are used. From
the further explanatory it will become clear, that the term "standard" does not absolutely
precisely reflect essence of created object for comparison, therefore future the term " a
dynamic image of territory " will be used.

Now about how there will be " a dynamic image of territory ", and how it will work, that is
the reference comparison will be carried out. It is logical to assume, that for empirically
created "dynamic image of territory " we use archival measurements of the spreading
surface characteristics, that is data of the previous sessions of satellite information
reception. However we do not have an opportunity to carry out pixel-by-pixel comparison
even with one previous snapshot. But we want to compare the present snapshot to a series
of the previous sessions. Pixel-by-pixel comparison is impossible, as we do not have
geometrical and serial pixel conformity of different times supervision. So reduction of
occurring at different times snapshots series to for a "common geometrical denominator" is
necessary. Such "denominator" can be either artificial system of obvious points taken with
any snapshot or real geographical system. For the further data normalization we shall breed
area of observation by a regular geographical grid with a discretisation step equal to the
pixel sizes on an earthly surface plus an error of geographical binding (for the NOAA
system satellites the element of a geographical grid is equal 2x2 of km) (fig.l).The data for
3-5 previous sessions of observation are stored in each cell of a regular grid, representing
meanings for extrapolarization pixel of the following observation session account.



Fig.l Pattern of a "Dynamic image of territory" is at the left. The pattern is adhered to real
geographical co-ordinates and is prepared for filling by the pixels prognosed meanings. On
the right is a "dSmamic image of territory " filled by prognosed meanings (geometrical
distortions of real snapshots are shown).

When the session of observation was held, and the real meanings of pixels (fig. 2) are
established, they are compared to settlement meanings placed in respective cells of a

regular grid. In case of settlement and real process marks divergence, the direction and
degree of distinction is investigated. If the certain meanings of the revealed distinction the
place on earthly surfaces appropriate to given pixel, it is classified as a forest fire.

Fig. 2 Satellite meanings, connected with hydrological network (geographical co-ordinates)
is at the left. Temperature abnormality is marked. GIS with the conditional marks
characterising temperature abnormalities without abnormalities which were filtered by
means of comparison of the territory dynamic image is at the right.

The real meaning of pixel, received during a session of supervision, automatically rises in a
line of archival meanings by last number. The second element of a chronological line
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becomes first, and the first element leaves the line of . supervision. Thus, a line of
observation above each elementary site of an earthly surface (cell of a regular grid) is in
accordance with dynamics of satellite shooting conditions change. I-ength of a line of
observation (3-5 days) is determined by periodicity of a vegetative cover change, averaged
by time of baric situation life and own thermal picture of a spreading surface.

However, to compare results of the next session of observation with "a d5rnamic image of
territory " we should execute very exact geographical binding and geometrical correction of
the image. Special programs allowing "to adhere" satellite data to geographical co-ordinates
with an error which does not exceed accuracy of measurements that is one pixel are
developed for it. The binding occurs in two stages:

1) in an automatic mode on the orbital data;
2) in an interactive mode on a planimetric card of a hydrological network.

The program finds, filters and marks points and zones with prospective forest fires.
Then the program appropriates to the registered objects number, descriptive part and
conventional cartographic marks. All this (co-ordinate of objects , etc) the program writes
down in a special file intended for GIS and connected to some information databases. The
file is exported in GIS and as result of satellite information processing we receive an
electronic card with the stationary and operative data. As the technology GIS allows to
visualise the whole complex of the accessible information, we get the fast and convenient
tool of information support of acceptance of the decisions as a result of operative satellite
the information drawing.




